
WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR HUNGER GAMES

The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins Lesson plans and teaching Activities include pre-reading questions,
mapmaking, advertising, writing a poem or song, .

Visit my homepage to find great Hunger Games activities. Who are your favorite female characters from
literature? The students love it, and there are many important issues and themes to explore. Once students have
created social media profiles, you can teach them the proper structure and content for a character sketch. They
then have their profiles to consult while writing their sketches, which provides scaffolding and creates a
logical flow between Hunger Games activities. Their are several ways you can approach this. What is its
purpose? After the last one ends? What does it mean to survive? I hope the suggestions above help show you
the range of possibilities when devising Hunger Games activities. As Students Read Visualize Setting While
students read the novel The Hunger Games, encourage visualization of the setting by asking them to create
maps of locations found within the novel. In general, do you think your generation is significantly more
desensitized to violence because of the availability of violent images on television and the Internet? She is
mesmerizing. Why do we like reality shows so much? She and Peeta Mellark, the other tribute from her
district, try to survive as Panem watches their star-crossed romance unfold in the televised arena. Begin with a
lesson about propaganda in general. Students might also choose to limit their mural to images of themes or
characters from the novel. You might borrow strategies these key strategies from the Harry Potter Alliance:
There are a few key strategies that make fan activist campaigns like The Harry Potter Alliance successful:
invest deeply in the literary themes, prize weirdness, honor the power of cohesive online communities and link
to larger organizations that can implement the big ideas of plot-fueled real world advocacy. Why is she so
fascinating â€” to people of all ages and both genders? Students can also consider how the emotional impact
of the novel would be altered if the narrative form were differentâ€”how alternate perspectives could
manipulate audience perception of the text. What is the most you would do to survive? Content Warning: The
Hunger Games contains violence and some sexual content. What scenes, characters, lines of dialogue and
description do you think are essential? You might then create a female-character tournament bracket to battle
it out for Best, or write the script for a fantasy talk show in which several of these characters get together to
talk about their physical, moral, intellectual and romantic challenges. Pinpoint and analyze symbols used
throughout the novel. It looks like the fingernail dents in the palm of my hand. Trace the evolution of the
star-crossed lovers scenario between Katniss and Peeta. How do you feel? Why is it effective? Challenge
students to add more than one stanza to their poems. What are the best examples you can think of? You can
also have students design their own diabolical Hunger Games arena. Because I love this character and this
book so much. To start, brainstorm three lists: Who else could tell the story anyone from Prim to Peeta to an
anonymous viewer in the Capitol ; When in the plot you might set the new piece Before the first novel begins?
Fortunately, The Hunger Games is a great novel for spawning engaging, meaningful activities, and it is easy to
go beyond the regular standards. Students portraying characters should be aware of character motivations and
actions before participating in the activity. Students love to create facebook and twitter profiles for characters,
and this is particularly true for The Hunger Games. If possible, bring in a karaoke machine to have students
perform their work live. Or, choose one question as a class, investigate it together, then stage a debate about it.
Other Fun Ideas Create a Game Based on the Novel Encourage students to create a board game, card game, or
learning game using the events and experiences from the novel. Students with an artistic flair a eye for fashion
get a big kick out of designing their own Tribute costumes. After a cluster of chapters have been read, draw
names from the class and ask those students to assume the identities of characters from the novel. Identify
references to ancient Rome, pointing out how The Hunger Games are analogous to the gladiatorial games.
They can also create a recording at home and burn their song on a CD or save as an mp3 file to listen to on
their mp3 player.


